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Measurement of doubly excited levels in lithiumlike and berylliumlike cobalt
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We have measured the dielectronic satellite spectrum for heliumlike Co xxvI trapped and excited in

an electron-beam ion trap using a high-resolution x-ray spectrometer in the von Hamos geometry. By
sweeping the electron-beam energy across the individual dielectronic recombination resonances, we have
determined the relative resonance strengths of the strongest resonances populating doubly excited levels

in lithiumlike and berylliumlike cobalt. Most measured dielectronic satellite strengths compare well

with theory. A discrepancy with theoretical values is noted for the resonance strength associated
with levels {1s&/22p3/2)3/2 and {1s&/22s&/22p, /2)&/&. Their values of 49.8+3.2&&10 cm eV and
22.9+6.4X 10 cm eV, respectively, are almost twice the size predicted by theory.

PACS number{s): 32.30.Rj, 34.80.Kw, 52.25.Nr

I. INTRQDUCTIQN

Dielectronic recombination (DR) is the dominant
recombination process in low-density plasmas such as
those found in the sun's corona and in tokamak fusion
devices. It is a resonance process in which a highly
charged ion captures an electron and simultaneously ex-
cites a bound electron to an excited state. Such a doubly
excited autoionizing state may be stabilized by the emis-
sion of a photon (dielectronic recombination); or it may
undergo autoionization. In the XI.I. process studied
here, a heliumlike ion captures an electron into the I.
shell and excites an electron from the K to the I. shell:

1s +e —+ 1s2l2l'~ 1s 2l +h v' .

have also been carried out on the electron-beam ion trap
(EBIT) [9,10] at the Lawrence Livermore National Labo-
ratory, where the DR resonances for heliumlike Ni XXVII
[11]were mapped, DR satellite transitions in lithiumlike,
berylliumlike, and boronlike vanadium were accurately
measured [12], and level-specific DR cross sections for
Fexxv [13] were obtained. In the present experiment,
we have studied the Ko, x-ray spectrum of heliumlike
Co xxvI and the associated lithiumlike and berylliumlike
DR spectra with a high-resolution crystal x-ray spec-
trometer in the von Hamos geometry. The present mea-
surements were also carried out on the Livermore EBIT.
By measuring the excitation function, we have obtained
relative resonance strengths of the more prominent DR
transitions and compared our results with theory.

The stabilizing transitions generate lithiumlike satellites
to the heliumlike Ecx lines. The emitted photon energies
h v' of the satellite transitions are close to the energies h v
of the heliumlike transitions

1s2l —+1s +h v, (2)

since the effect of the spectator electron 2l is rather small.
The DR resonance energy always lies below the energy of
the x-ray photon by the 2l ionization energy of the lithi-
umlike charge state. Similarly, recombinations into the
lithiumlike ground state with EC-shell excitation lead to
berylliumlike satellites of the heliumlike Ea lines. These
satellite lines are also of interest in the present study.

High-resolution x-ray measurements on E spectra and
their associated DR satellite spectra from low-density
plasmas provide information on plasma parameters, such
as electron temperature, electron density, plasma rota-
tion, and whether or not the electron energy distribution
function is Maxwellian [1—8]. In the case of the large
tokamaks such as the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
(TFTR), or the Joint European Torus (JET), studies have
concentrated on DR spectra of heliumlike transition met-
als such as Ti XXI, Cr XXIII, Fe XXV, and Ni XXVII, which
often occur as impurity ions in these devices. Studies

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were carried out on the Livermore
EBIT, in which ions in high-charge states ( ~89+ ) are
ionized, excited, and trapped by an electron beam and
studied through measurements of their x-ray emissions.
The x-ray photons are recorded by the EBIT von Hamos
crystal spectrometer, which has been described elsewhere
[14]. In the present experiment, the spectrometer em-
ploys a quartz crystal (2023) with a lattice spacing of
2d =2.7947 A, bent to a radius R =120 cm. The nomi-
nal resolving power of this setup is I,/6%=10700 at a
Bragg angle of 45' [15], and A, /b, A, =6200 at the Bragg
angle of 38.71 corresponding to the wavelength of 1.7207
A, the wavelength of the CrXXIII resonance line. The
wavelength range covered at this setting is 1.71—1.75 A;
this includes the heliumlike transitions of Co XXVI as we11
as all the lithiumlike and berylliumlike satellites.

In Fig. 1 is shown a spectrum of the heliumlike lines;
the resonance line w (ls2p 'P, ~ls 'So), the intercom-
bination lines x (ls2p P2~1s 'So), and y ( ls2p P&~ ls z 'So ), and the forbidden line z ( 1s2s So~ ls 'So); the lines have been labeled according to a no-
tation by Gabriel [16]. These lines are excited at 6.75
keV, some 100 eV above the threshold for excitation of
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FIG. 1. Ka spectrum of heliumlike Coxxvr showing the
lines w, x, y, and z. These lines are excited at 100 eV above the
energy of the resonance line w. At this energy, no lithiumlike
dielectronic satellite lines can be excited; however, the lithium-
like line q can be seen blended with y. q is excited here directly
from the lithiumlike state. The cross sections for q and the heli-
umlike lines are comparable so that the relatively low intensity
of q indicates a charge balance in favor of heliumlike states.

FIG. 2. The electron excitation voltage was swept from 5162
to 4843 eV, a total of 319 eV according to the wave form shown.
During the sweep, 15 spectra each of 1-ms duration were stored.

III. RESULTS

Line identi6cation

the resonance line w. This energy is far above the EI.I.
dielectronic resonance energies, which lie near 5.0 keV.
Thus, no satellite lines contribute to this spectrum and
only lines excited directly by electron impact (the so-
called direct excitation or DE lines) appear in the spec-
trum shown in Fig. 1.

Also noticeable in Fig. 1 is the lithiumlike line q
(ls2s2p P3//~is 2s S&&2); the line lies close to and is2 2 2

blended with y. The transition q represents the strongest
electric dipole transition of the lithiumlike charge state
excited by direct electron impact. (At a di8'erent beam
energy, the line can also be excited by dielectronic recom-
bination. ) The cross section for the excitation of q by
direct electron impact is comparable to those of the heli-
umlike transitions, and the lower intensity of q indicates
the charge balance in the trap favors heliurnlike states.

We have used the heliumlike lines w, x, y, and z as cali-
bration lines to establish the instrumental dispersion.
The transitions have been assigned wavelengths calculat-
ed by Drake t17j: A, =1.71200, 1.71642, 1.72059, and
1.728 39 A for m, x, y, and z, respectively.

To measure the DR line strengths, we have ramped the
electron-beam energy through 319 eV according to the
wave form shown in Fig. 2. The DR resonance energies
for heliumlike cobalt according to the calculations for
this paper vary from 4917 eV for the lines 0 and p to 5069
eV for the line n, an energy spread of 153 eV. We have
swept the excitation energy from 5162 to 4843 eV, which
more than covers the DR resonances of He-like Co xxvI.
In choosing the sweep energies, we took into account
space-charge effects, in the amount of 231 eV. Values of
the beam energy given throughout this paper refer to the
actual electron-ion interaction energies and have been
corrected for the space charge of the beam. During the
sweep, 15 spectra have been stored, each with a dwell
time of 1 ms; the observed spectra are described below.
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FICx. 3. KLL spectra of Co XXVI, obtained at electron excita-
tion energies (a) 4983 and (b) 5068 eV. The spectra shown indi-
cate that different resonances are sampled at different electron
energies. (a) has contributions mostly from satellite lines with
lower values of E,„,while (b) shows mostly berylliumlike satel-
lites and those with higher values of E,„.

In Fig. 3 we show two spectra obtained at two time
groups: Figure 3(a) corresponds to an average excitation
energy E =4983 eV and Fig. 3(b) to an average excitation
energy E =5068 eV. The intensities of the satellite lines
excited at the different energies depend on the resonance
strength of the line and on the overlap of the resonance
with the electron beam. At the lower excitation energy,
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FIG. 4. Dielectronic recombination satellite spectrum for
heliumlike cobalt; the experimental spectrum (a) is the sum of
the spectra obtained for time groups 1—1S. In addition to the
more prominent lithiumlike satellites to the Ka lines, beryllium-
like satellite lines have also been identified. In (b) and (c),
theoretical spectra of the dielectronic satellite transitions are
shown. These plots, which were generated from atomic-
structure calculations for this paper and by Vainshtein and
Safronova [19],have been adjusted to include angular distribu-
tion and polarization-dependent reflectivity corrections of the
crystal to the line intensities. The theoretical linewidths have
been adjusted to correspond to the experimental linewidths, and
f, If ll was taken to be 0.125.

the 50-eV spread of the electron beam overlaps the reso-
nances for satellites r, t, and e with resonance energies
4971, 4998, and 5008 eV, respectively. These lines are,
therefore, quite prominent in the spectrum shown in Fig.
3(a). The heliumlike line m, which is nearly coincident
with t in wavelength, and the berylliumlike line 2, which
is nearly coincident with e in wavelength, have resonance
energies that are 85 and 100 eV above this excitation en-
ergy; therefore, they do not contribute to the spectrum in
Fig. 3(a). The higher excitation energy more closely over-
laps the resonances for m and the berylliumlike satellites;
thus, the lines 2, 5, and m appear and the line 1 becomes
more prominent in the spectrum shown in Fig. 3(b). It
should also be noted that the intensity of the line m in
Fig. 3(b) is about 30% of the intensity of the line t in Fig.
3(a); this ratio is consistent with the relative line strengths
of these lines (see discussion below). The strong satellites
j and k have resonance energies 5035 and 5026 eV, which
lie between the excitation energies shown; thus, they
make contributions to both spectra shown.

For comparison with theory, we have added the spec-
tra from time groups 1 —15. The sum spectrum is shown
in Fig. 4(a). Also shown in Fig. 4 are the theoretical
spectra derived from our calculations and from those of
Vainshtein and Safronova [19]. These theoretical spectra

have been corrected for polarization and for crystal
reQectivity as described in the next section. Each of the
KI.I. satellite lines in the spectrum of Fig. 4(a) has been
fitted to a Gaussian profile using a least-squares tech-
nique, the resulting central channel numbers have been
converted to wavelengths using the DE calibration de-
scribed above. The measured wavelengths are shown in
Table I along with the theoretical wavelengths for these
li~es. The Auger energies, x-ray energies, and the 4m-
averaged resonance strengths for the heliumlike lines,
shown in Fig. 4(b) and Table I, have been obtained from
the Hebrew University-Lawrence Livermore Atomic
Code (HUr. LAC) package, which calculates wave func-
tions, energy levels, and radiative transition rates by the
relativistic, multiconfiguration parametric potential
method with full configuration interaction [18]. Also
shown in Table I and used to plot Fig. 4(c) are heliumlike
atomic-structure parameters from Vainshtein and Safro-
nova [19]. These were calculated with a 1/Z expansion
perturbation technique with relativistic corrections tak-
en into account within the framework of the Breit opera-
tor.

Similar theoretical and experimental data for the beryl-
liumlike lines are shown in Table II; the lines have been
labeled with numbers according to their uncorrected line
strengths. The Auger and x-ray energies were calculated
using the multiconfiguration Dirac-Pock (MCDF) model
including Breit and QED corrections [20]. The 4m-

averaged DR resonance strengths and the linear polariza-
tion fractions were computed from perturbation theory
using the MCDF method [21].

There is, in general, agreement between the measured
and the various theoretical wavelengths shown in Tables
I and II. The Li-like lines u and I and several of the Be-
like lines with identification numbers 10 and above have
low intensities and rather large uncertainties ( 0.00015
A) associated with their observed wavelengths. These
lines appear to be blended with other low-intensity lines
and we have not been able to obtain the resonance
strengths of these lines by the technique described below.

The DR resonances are narrow ( ~ FWHM 0.5 eV)
compared to the electron beam, which has a Gaussian en-
ergy distribution with FWHM 50 eV. Thus, as the
electron-beam energy is swept through the resonances,
each DR line makes a larger or smaller contribution to
the spectrum depending on how much of the electron
beam samples the resonance. We have obtained the in-
tensity of each satellite line as a function of excitation en-
ergy and fitted each curve to a Gaussian profile. In Fig.
5(a), the intensity of the line j is shown. The curve has a
FWHM of 50 eV, corresponding to the spread of the elec-
tron beam. In Fig. 5(b) is shown the combined intensity
curves for the lines t and m; these lines are clearly
resolved in Fig. 5(b) since their resonance energies, 4998
and 5069 eV, respectively, are separated by more than the
electron-beam energy spread. The lines t and m have
wavelengths 1.7180 and 1.7177 A, respectively; they
could not be resolved by our spectrometer and appear
blended in Fig. 4(a). We have integrated the intensity
functions for all the prominent KI.I. lines and used these
to calculate the resonance line strengths. The line
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TABLE I. Satellite transitions of lithiumlike cobalt labeled according to a notation by Gabriel [16].The theoretical wavelengths,
resonance strengths (S), and Auger energies (E,„)are from atomic-structure calculations: (a) present work and (b) by Vainshtein and
Safronova [19]. Polarizations (P) are from Inal and Dubau [26]. G[s,j] is the crystal response factor for each line relative to that ofj
[see Eq. (8) in the text]. Resonance strengths are expressed in units of 10 20 cm eV.

Key

e

h

l

J
k
I

p
q
r

Transitions

( ls2p3/2)3/2~1$ 2p3/2
( ls2p &/2)3/2~1$ 2p& /2

( ls2p& /22p3/2)]/2~1$ 2p3/2
( ls2p& /22p3/2)]/2~1$ 2p&/2

(1$2p& /22p3/2)5/2~1$ 2p3/2
(1$2p& /22p3/2)3 /2~1s 2p3/2
(1$2p, /22p3/2)3/2~1$ 2p& /2

(ls2p& /2)& /2~1$ 2p3/2
(ls2p»2)& /2~1s 2p& /2

( ls2p3/2)5/2~1$ 2p3/2
(1$2p& /22p3/2)3/2~1s 2p& /2

( ls2p, /22p3/2)3/2~1$ 2p3/2
( ls2p3/2) j/2~1$ 2p3/2
( ls2p3/2)]/2~1$ 2p& /2

(ls2s )]/2~1$ 2p3/2
(ls2s )] /2

—+1$ 2p& /2

(ls2s2p3/2)3/2~is 2$& /2

(1$2$2p& /2), /2~1s 2s& /2

( ls2s2p3/2)3/2~1s 2$& /2

( ls2s2p3/2)], /2~1s 2$& /2

( ls2s2pi/2)3/2~1$ 2$& /2

(1$2$2p&/2)»2~1s 2$& /2

(eV)

5049.30
5049.30
5028.17
5028.17
5007.86
4999.47
4999.47

4989.83
503S.38
5026.47
5026.47
5069.30
5069.30
4916.92
4916.92
4983.92
4971.33
5001.44
4998.09
4933.88
4928.27

(A)'

1.7224
1.7180
1.7275
1.7230
1.7324
1.7344
1.7299

1.7322
1.7257
1.7234
1.7279
1.7176
1.7132
1.7547
1.7501
1.7213
1.7242
1.7170
1.7178
1.7333
1.7346

(A)b

1.7225
1.7181
1.7275
1.7231
1.7322
1.7338
1.7293
1.7362
1.7316
1.7259
1.7232
1.7277
1.7177
1.7134
1.7544
1.7499
1.7215
1.7241
1.7172
1.7180
1.7332
1.7342

(A )expt

1.722 37(0.000 08)

1.732 35(0.000 12)

1.725 94(0.000 07)
1.723 26(0.000 06)
1.727 86(0.000 17)
1.71791(0.000 07)

1.721 26(0.000 11 )

1.724 26(0.000 08)

1.71791(0.000 07)
1.733 61(0.000 18)

P
—0.8

0.6
0.0
0.0
0.5

—0.8
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.6

—0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.6
0.0

G[s,j]
0.196
1 ~ 110
0.609
0.609
1.000
0.196
1.110
0.609
0.609
1.000
1.110
0.196
0.609
0.609
0.609
0.609
1.110
0.609
1.110
0.609
1.110
0.609

1.118
0.100
0.014
0.048
4.SS5
0.048
0.005

0.028
25.429
17.3S5
0.341
1.371
0.042
0.512
0.523
0.064
2.355
0.828
3.206
0.387
0.055

1.439
0.100
0.013
0.045
5.733
0.038
0.001

0.026
28.017
20.420
0.448
1.690
0.059
0.507
0.550
0.137
1.906
0.033
3.714
0.214
0.017

'Present calculations.
See Vainshtein and Safronova, Ref. [19].

TABLE II. Berylliumlike satellite transitions to the Ka lines of heliumlike cobalt. Transitions have been labeled with numbers
corresponding to the uncorrected strength of the transition. The parameters wavelength, polarization, and Auger energies are from
present MCDF calculations. 6[s,j] is the crystal response factor for each line relative to that ofj [see Eq. (8) in the text]. Resonance
strengths are expressed in units of 10 cm eV.

Key

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Transitions

(ls2s2p3/2)3~(1$ 2$2p3/2)2
(1$2$2p& /22p3/2)2~(1$ 2$2pi /2)&

( ls2s2p& /22p3/2)2~(1$ 2$2p3/2)2
(ls2s2pi /22p3 /2)i —+(1$ 2s2pi /2)
( ls2s2p& /22p3/2)2~( ls 2s2p3/2)i
( ls2s2p &/22p3/2)2~(1$ 2$2p3/2)2
(1$2$2p& /22p3/2)2~( ls 2s2p3/2)2
(1$2$2p& /22p3/2)]~(1$2s2p3/2)2
(1$2$2p3/2)2~(1$ 2$2p3/2)i
(ls2s 2p&/2)&~(1$ 2s )p

(1$2$2p& /, 2p3/2)& —+(1$ 2$2p& /2)p
(1$2$2pi /22p3/2)3~(1$ 2s2p3/2)2
( ls2s2p3/2 )p~(1$ 2s2p3/2)]
(1$2$2p& /22p3/2), —+(1$ 2$2p&/2)p
(1$2$2pi /22p3/2)&~( ls 2s2p3/2)2
(1$2$2p& /22p3/2)&~(1$ 2s2p3/2)2
(1$2$2p&/22p3/2)&~(1$ 2$2p&/2) &

(1$2$2p) /22p3/2), —+(1$ 2s2p3/2)2
(1$2$2p& /22p3/2)] +(1$ 2$2p3/2)i
( ls2S2p)/22p3/2)2~(. 1$ 2s2p3/2)i
(1$2$2pj/22p3/2)]~(ls 2$2pi/2)i

(ev)

5090.69
5084.68
5095.50
5090.30
5116.02
5116.02
5084.68
5124.15
5129.84
5009.73
5080.03
5046.87
5146.21
5090.30
5090.30
5106.33
5106.33
5080.03
5106.33
5095.50
5080.03

~TPeor
(A)

1.734 64
1.732 79
1.733 47
1.731 43
1.737 61
1.728 51
1.736 10
1.726 66
1.734 25
1.738 95
1.732 85
1.745 34
1.730 27
1.730 37
1.734 73
1.730 85
1.727 56
1.737 23
1.739 97
1.742 62
1.733 92

~Fxpt
(A)

1.734 81(0.00008)
1.732 82(0.00009)
1.733 61(0.00018)
1.731 47(0.00011)
1.736 91(0.00011)
1.729 12(0.00011)

1.726 72(0.00017)

1.737 78(0.00022)

1.745 4(0.00015)

1.730 79(0.00015)

1.730 79(0.00015)
1.727 15(0.00017)

1.743 31(0.00022)

P

0.439
0.337

—0.577
—0.428

0.587
—0.965
—0.435

0.202
0.587

—0.972
0.515
0.439
0
0.600
0.731
0.142

—0.710
0.609

—0.710
0.417

—0.347

G [s/j]
0.944
0.856
0.293
0.364
1.085
0.132
0.361
0.750
1.085
0.129
1.014
0.944
0.608
1.098
1.239
0.706
0.234
1.107
0.234
0.925
0.406

14.13
7.883
5.305
4.209
4.005
2.721
1.390
1.289
0.951
0.886
0.882
0.798
0.704
0.686
0.651
0.501
0.489
0.320
0.293
0.276
0.268
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FIG. 5. Variation of intensity of the dielectronic resonance
lines with excitation energy. The lines have been fitted with a
Gaussian profile, which has a FWHM of 50 eV, corresponding
to the width of the electron beam. Shown in (a) are the excita-
tion function of the line j; in (b) the excitation function of the
lines t and m; these overlap in wavelength but have resonance
energies which di6'er by 71 eV and are clearly resolved in this
figure.

strengths are then corrected for polarization and crystal
reAectivity, as discussed in detail below, and the results
are shown in Table III.

IV. THEORY

A. Relative dielectronic resonance strengths

where rr(E —E,„) is the excitation cross section for elec-
trons with energy E; E „ is the resonance energy. This
may be shown to be given by

i/2

S, =F2 2n. aoRE,„2R (4)

where ao, m„and R are the Bohr radius, the mass of the
electron, and the Rydberg energy, respectively, and F2 is
the satellite-specific line factor given by

g

g; X A,'J+Xf A„'f
(5)

In the following, we follow the procedure described in
Ref. [13] for determining the resonance strength from
the intensity functions of each satellite line measured.
The resonance strength can be defined as

S, = f a(E E,„)dE, —

TABLE III. Relative resonance strengths of lithiumlike and
berylliumlike DR satellite lines of cobalt. The line strengths are
shown relative to the strength of j for lithiumlike lines, and to
the strength of 1 for berylliumlike lines. The theoretical values
are from present calculations (S') and from calculations by
Vainshtein and Safronova (S") [19]. The experimental line
strengths have been corrected for crystal response. Resonance
strengths are expressed in units of 10 cm eV.

Key

a
e

j
k
m

7"

1

2
3

5
6
9

SExPt

49.8(3.2)
20.7(3.1)

100.0(4.3)
67.0(5.2)
7.4(2.5)

22.9(6.4)
25.5(4.0)

100.0(3.4)
66.9(3.7)
35.3(7.1)
37.5(7.1)
26.9(2.4)
42.0(7.1)
36.2(3.8)

S'

24.5
17.9

100.0
68.1

9.0
15.4
21.0

100.0
55.8
37.6
29.8
28.4
19.2
9.8

Sb

28.7
20.5

100.0
66.3
10.1
11.3
22.1

'Relative Svalues based on present calculations.
Relative S values based on calculations by Vainshtein and

Safronova, Ref. [19].

I,(E&)= f(E,„Eo)nH,S, , — (7)

where j is the electron current density and n H, is the den-
sity of ions in the heliumlike (lithiumlike) charge state.
In this experiment, we have measured the energy excita-
tion function for each of the more prominent KI.I. transi-
tions, integrated each function to obtain the experimental
resonance strength, and then normalized these measured
values to that for the most intense satellite j. In the re-
sulting ratio, the dependence of the resonance strengths
on the beam current density and the density of ions in the
heliurnlike charge state drop out and we have

f I,dEO
(8)I dEO

Similar equations can be written down for berylliumlike
satellites, in which nH, is replaced by n„; in Eq. (7), and
SJ and I~, are replaced by S& and I, in Eq. (8), respective-
ly. (nr; is the density of lithiumlike ions, and S,and I,

Here A," is the autoionization rate from the upper level
~s ) to the ground state ~i ) of the recombining ion, and
A„'f is the radiative decay rate from upper level ~s ) to
lower level

~f ); g, and g; are the statistical weights of the
autoionizing and the recombining ground states, respec-
tively. Evaluating the constants in Eq. (5) above gives

S, =2.475 X10 o[E2(sec ')]/[E,„(eV)]cm eV .

In terms of the resonance strength and the electron ener-
gy distribution at the resonance energy f(E,„Eo),the-
satellite intensity may be written as
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B. Polarization correction

The radiation from EBIT is polarized and anisotropic
[22]. In EBIT, the direction of the electron beam estab-
lishes a preferred direction in space; the intensity of x
rays emitted at 90 to the beam I(90') is different from
the 4m-averaged value (I). For electric dipole transi-
tions, the emission perpendicular to the beam and the
space-averaged value are related by

r(90 )= (I), (9)

where P is the linear polarization. If Ii~ and Ij are the in-
tensities of radiation with the electric-field vector parallel
and perpendicular to the electron beam, respectively,
then P is defined as

p Il
I —I~

Iii+I~
(10)

are the resonance strength and intensity of the strongest
Be-like satellite. ) Equation (8) allows us to calculate un-
corrected dielectronic resonance strengths of each of the
observed satellite lines relative to that of the line j or line
1. In Sec. IVB we discuss how these ratios may be
corrected for polarization and anisotropy of the emitted x
rays.

an ideal and mosaic crystal at the Bragg angles of in-
terest. This value is close to the value f~lf1 =0.15 cal-
culated by Holzer and Forster [24] using the dynamical
theory for a perfect crystal following the treatment of the
integrated crystal refiectivities given by Taupin [25].

We present in Fig. 6 three synthetic spectra that show
the effect of correction for polarization and crystal
refiectivity on calculated line intensities. In Fig. 6(a), the
isotropic line intensities are shown as determined by
atomic parameters listed in Tables I and II. The anistro-
py of x-ray lines for emission at 90 to the electron beam
and the reAectivity of the crystal have been taken into ac-
count in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). The ratio of crystal
refiectivities f~ If' =0. 125 and 0.218 were used in Figs.
6(b) and 6(c), respectively. There is a marked difference
between the isotropic line intensities of Fig. 6(a) and
those to which corrections have been applied in Figs. 6(b)
and 6(c). The lithiumlike satellite lines a, r, and l, and the
Be-like satellite lines 6, 4, and 3 are more prominent in
Fig. 6(a) than in 6(b) and 6(c). There is, however, very
little difference between 6(b) and 6(c). It should be noted
further that only the corrected Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) are
representative of the measured spectrum shown in Fig.
4(a). These findings clearly show that the corrections for
polarization and crystal reAectivity are important, but
that the correction is not very sensitive to the value of
fJ !f

~~

used.

Iobs (I )
Iobs [ ij] (I )J J

(12)

The factor G, which takes into account the anisotropy of
the emitted beam and the differential reQectivity of the
crystal, is given by

fl(1+P )+fi(1 P 3 P
G[~,J]—=

fbi(1+P )+f~j(1 P)3—p, — (13)

The denominator in the latter equation is just the quanti-
ty I(90 ).

The crystal preferentially rejects x rays, which have
their electric fields parallel to the electron beam, so that
the observed intensity I' ' is different from I(90'). If fl
and fi are the crystal refiectivities for x rays polarized
parallel and perpendicular to the beam, then I' ' is given
by

gobs f I +f I
Similar to a procedure used in Ref. [13],we define a rela-
tive crystal response function G, which relates an ob-
served intensity ratio to the 4m.-averaged value (the value
most likely to be calculated from theory); thus,

(a)

1.71

i

(U

V)

1 .71

. (c)

1 ~ 71

t+rrl

Isotropic

1.72 1.73

5

JI

1.74 1.75

t+m

k j 8= 90'

f~/fbi ——0.1 2 5

1.72

6

1 ~ 73

5

1.74 1.75

I

0 = 90"

/fbi
——0.21 8

1.75

5

fi, ~ I. ~~

1.72 1.73 1.74
Wavelength (A)

Each measured resonance strength from Eq. (8) above is
divided by G from Eq. (13) and this corrected value is
compared with theory. For these measurements, which
were carried out with a quartz crystal, and for which the
central Bragg angle is 38.7', the ratio fi lf

~~

is expected
to have a value between 0.218 and 0.048, values that cor-
respond to the case of an ideal or of a mosaic crystal, re-
spectively [23]. In our analysis of the relative line intensi-
ties we used f~ If l

=0.125, which is the average value for

FICx. 6. Theoretical line intensities showing the effect of
correction for line polarization and for crystal reflectivity. (a)
shows the isotropic intensities, as they are normally calculated
in theory. The intensities shown in (b) and (c) have been
corrected for emission at 90' to the electron beam, and for crys-
tal reflectivities assuming f~ If

~~

~=0. 125 and 0.218, respectively.
(b) and (c) are similar to each other and to the experimental
spectrum, but quite different from (a). This indicates that the
corrections are necessary, but relatively insensitive to the value
of the ratio of crystal reflectivities.
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V. DISCUSSIGN

There is, in general, agreement between predicted and
observed resonance strengths, as can be seen in both Fig.
4 and Table III. In Fig. 4, the general features of the ex-
perimental spectrum are clearly reproduced by theory,
provided the theory is corrected for polarization and
crystal reAectivities. A closer look at the data, however,
reveals some discrepancies. The data in Table II show
that our theoretical calculations and those of Ref. [19]
underestimate the resonance strengths of line a by 51%
and 42%, respectively, and of line r by 33% and 51%, re-
spectively. The latter finding is consistent with the result
obtained in Ref. [13] for line r in iron. Table III also
shows that both theories also tend to overestimate the
strength of line I (this was also the case in Ref. [13]).
Here, as well as in Ref. [13],we note that there is better
agreement between theory and the experiment for the
strongest lithiumlike lines k, e, and t, as well as for the
strongest berylliumlike lines 2—5. The worst case
disagreement between theory and experiment is associat-

ed with lines that have negative polarizations, line a with
P = —0.8 and line 6 with P = —0.946. Although there. is
good overall agreement between experiment and theory,
these results and those of Ref. [13] clearly indicate that
particular details of the satellite spectrum of heliumlike
ions are not yet completely understood and require addi-
tional attention in order to bring theory and experiment
closer together.
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